CIRUCLAR

Circular No. AHCT/P&C Dept.,/2017, Date: 12/06/2017.


****

With reference to the subject cited, it is to inform that Trust has noticed that most of the claims are not updated by the MEDCOs within stipulated time. Hence, it is decided to issue circular for adhering to the time line validation for pending Updation of preauthorization, Surgery update, Discharge update, Claim doctor pending, JEO pending and EO Pending claims of Aarogyasri wherein if the Network Hospital fails to follow the time line “the cases will get auto cancelled”, which means the claim/case shall not be seen, in the other logins such as CPD/CTD/CH logins, permanently”.

Therefore, all the Network Hospitals are hereby informed to make note of above mentioned timelines for pending Updation of preauthorization, Surgery update, Discharge update, Claim doctor pending, JEO pending and EO Pending claims of Aarogyasri ”If not followed the time line” the case gets “auto cancelled”. This timelines will come into effect from 15.07.2017.

This is for your information and necessary action.

Chief Executive Officer

To
1. The MDs/CEOs/Medical Superintendents of all the Network Hospitals.
2. The GM (FOSS), AHCT with a request to communicate to all District Coordinators of State of Telangana.
3. The GM (PMU), AHCT with a request to place the circular in the AHCT portal.

Copy to:
1. All the HoDs, AHCT for favour of information.
2. The PS to CEO, AHCT for favour of information.